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Materials and Methods 

Preparation of NMR Samples. The G12C, G12S, G12D, G12V and G13D mutants 

were generated by site-directed mutagenesis of the wild-type human H-Ras (residues 

1-166). The uniformly 15N- and 15N,13C-labeled wild-type and mutant Ras and 

unlabeled Sos (residues 564-1049) were overexpressed and purified as described 

previously.1,2 The wild-type Ras and mutants were loaded with native GTP or GDP as 

required in individual experiments, with trace amount of Sos and excess free GTP 

included in the GTP-bound samples sustaining the active form.3 The buffer for NMR 

samples contained 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 5 

μM GDP, 0.01% NaN3 and 10% D2O. Residual dipolar couplings of GDP-bound G12C, 

G12S, and G12D were measured in two different alignment media, 17 mg/mL Pf1 

phage4 and 4.2% PEG (C12E5/hexanol at a molar ratio of 0.83) bicelle doped with 1/30 

sodium octyl sulfate.5 RDCs of Ras•GTP were measured in 17 mg/mL Pf1 phage and 

5% PEG (C8E5/octanol at a molar ratio of 1.2) bicelle. 

 

NMR Spectroscopy and Data Analysis. All NMR experiments were performed on a 

Bruker spectrometer (14.1 T) equipped with a cryoprobe. The high-resolution 1HN and 

15N chemical shifts of WT and individual mutants in both GDP- and GTP-bound forms, 

used for direct chemical shift comparisons (Fig. S1), were extracted from the 1H-15N 

HSQC spectra recorded at 15 °C with assignments confirmed using HNCA spectra. For 
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NMR-based ensemble modeling (eqn S3), the 1HN, 15N, 13Cα, 13Cβ, and 13C′ chemical 

shifts and 1H-15N RDCs were measured using a set of standard multi-dimensional 

experiments including HSQC, HNCA, HN(CO)CACB, HNCO, and IPAP-HSQC 

recorded at 15 °C (for WT•GTP) or 22 °C (for G12C•GDP, G12S•GDP, and 

G12D•GDP). The one-bond 1H-15N splittings were measured in both weakly oriented 

and isotropic samples, with RDCs determined based on their differences.6 All spectra 

were processed using the NMRPipe software package7 and visualized with Sparky.8 

Individual peaks in the 2D and 3D spectra were fit to 2D and 3D Gaussian functions 

respectively for accurate quantification of RDCs and chemical shifts. 

 The amide hydrogen exchange rates of GDP-bound G12C, G12S, G12D and WT 

were measured using the CLEANEX-PM experiment9 at 22 °C with an RF field of 7.2 

kHz for the spin-lock sequence and mixing times (τm) from 2.8 to 98.5 ms. The apparent 

decay rate of water magnetization (Rw) during the mixing time and the fraction of water 

magnetization (fw) at the beginning of the mixing time were measured as described 

previously.9,10 Reference signal intensities (I0) were measured using an HSQC with a 

12-sec recycle delay and consistent settings with the CLEANEX-PM experiment. The 

kH-EX rates were extracted from the τm-dependent intensities,9–11 
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where Rp represents the apparent relaxation rates of protein magnetizations during τm. 

 

Ensemble Construction. ES2•GTP, EG12C•GDP, EG12S•GDP, and EG12D•GDP were constructed 

via NMR-guided optimization using the structural pools sampled by accelerated 
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molecular dynamics (aMD) simulations. The crystal structure of GTP-bound H-Ras12 

was used as the starting conformation for the aMD simulation of active Ras. The crystal 

structure of GDP-bound wild-type H-Ras13 was used as the starting conformation for 

simulations of inactive G12C, G12S and G12D after mutating residue 12 from glycine 

to cysteine, serine and aspartate, respectively. The AMBER 16 software package was 

used for all simulations with the AMBER ff14SB force field14 and TIP3P water model.15 

The bound GDP/GTP and Mg2+ were included in the simulations with the previously 

published force field for GDP/GTP16 employed. The temperature was kept at 300 K 

using the Langevin thermostat with a collision frequency of 5.0 ps-1 and the pressure 

coupled to 1 bar using isotropic position scaling with a relaxation time of 2.0 ps. Non-

bonded interactions were cut off at 10 Å, with the long-range electrostatic interactions 

treated by the particle mesh Ewald method.17 Each system was solvated in a cubic box 

with a minimum distance of 10 Å from the protein to the edge of the box. Other details 

about the system setup and relaxation are fully analogous to those published 

previously.18 The total potential energy (V(r)) of a system, when lower than a threshold 

energy (E), was added with a boost potential (ΔV(r)) in the aMD simulations,19 
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where α = 0.2Natoms kcal/mol and totalE V  . Natoms is the number of total atoms in 

the system, and totalV   is the average total potential energy in a short (100 ns) 

conventional MD simulation performed for each mutant. For each G12 mutant, before 

the aMD production run at 300 K under the NPT condition, a 50 ns position restrained 

aMD simulation was carried out, in which residues that do not show chemical shift 
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changes with respect to the wild-type protein were kept frozen. The 1.1 μs unrestrained 

aMD simulation was stored every 10 ps, with the first 0.1 μs treated as additional 

equilibration and the rest as the structural pool (100,000 snapshots) for each mutant. It 

is worth noting that, although free energy landscapes, in principle, are available from 

these trajectories by reweighting, the size of the current systems (166 residues) prevents 

their constructions owing to the high statistical noise20–22. Conformational ensembles 

(each comprising 128 conformers) that were optimized against the experimental RDC 

and chemical shift data were subsequently selected from the pools using the genetic 

algorithm (GA) with the following fitness function,23,24 
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where i represents the RDCs for individual N-H bond vectors, and j (k) represents 

experimental 13Cα, 13Cβ, and 13C′ (15N) chemical shifts except those within 5 Å of the 

bound GDP and Mg2+. SPARTA+25 was used for predicting 13C and 15N chemical shifts 

from the snapshots. The back-calculation of RDCs and the numerical scheme for 

optimizing χ2 are as described previously.24,26 

 

Ten-Fold Cross Validation. The above described ensemble modeling was validated by 

randomly dividing the chemical shifts and RDCs into 10 data sets, of which one was 

used as the testing set and the remainder as the training set. In each of the 10 iterations, 

an ensemble was generated using the training set and subsequently used to predict the 

data in the testing set. The levels of agreement between experimental and back-

calculated data for the testing sets were found to be close to those of the training sets 
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(Figs. S10-S13), lending support to the robustness of the modeling. 

 

Cryptic Binding Site Analysis. MDpocket27 was used to detect SI/II-P and SII-P for 

each conformer in the ensembles and calculate their volumes and proportions of apolar 

α spheres. The relative solvent accessibilities (RSA) of residue 12 in individual 

ensembles were calculated to evaluate its levels of exposure, 

maxRSA ASA ASA        (S4) 

where ASAmax is the theoretical maximum accessible surface area with values of 104 

Å2, 193 Å2, 167 Å2, and 155 Å2 for glycine, aspartate, cysteine, and serine, 

respectively.28 The angular brackets indicate ensemble averaging. 

 The spatial connectivity between residue 12 and SII-P was measured using the 

surface area of the methylene (for G12), thiol (for C12), carboxylate (for D12), or 

hydroxyl (for S12) group accessible to the SII-P pocket (SII-P-ASA). Conformers, in 

which the corresponding groups are in direct contact with (disconnected from) SII-P, 

have values of SII-P-ASA larger than (equal to) zero. The boundary of the SII-P pocket 

in each conformer was calculated using the Fpocket program.29 

 

Dihedral Angle Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The PCA was performed using 

the backbone dihedral angles (φ,ψ) of the three ensembles (ES2•GTP, ES1•GTP, and 

ERas•GDP), represented by cos(φ), sin(φ), cos(ψ) and sin(ψ) for each residue.30 Each 

conformer of the ensembles was then projected onto the 3D space spanned by the first 

three principal components (Fig. 1B, main text). The relative motional amplitude (A) 
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of a given residue along a principal component is obtained from its 4 corresponding 

elements (e1,e2,e3,e4) in the eigenvector, 
4 2

1 ii
A e


  , as shown in Fig. S5. 

 

Analysis of Cross-Regional and Inter-Residue Contacts. The level of packing between 

the N-termini of switch II (residues 60-70) and α3 (residues 87-96) could affect the 

exposure of residue 12 and was denoted by the number of cross-regional atom pairs 

with the cutoff distance of 5 Å (Fig. 3B in the main text). 

 Inter-residue contact maps, which provide information on both local and long-

range interactions, were calculated for individual ensembles (Figs. S7 and S8). Two 

residues, of which the minimum distance is less (or larger than) 5 Å, are considered to 

be (or not to be) in contact, with the assigned value of 1 (or 0). The value for each pair 

of residues was averaged over the ensemble. 

 

Back-Calculation of Hydrogen Exchange Protection Factor. The hydrogen exchange 

protection factors (PF) of a given amide were computed from each ensemble using the 

approximate relationship,31 

ln C C H HPF N N         (S5) 

where NC is the number of heavy atoms within 6.5 Å from the amide nitrogen, and NH 

is the number of hydrogen bonds. The weights (βC = 0.35, βH = 2) suggested by Best 

and Vendruscolo31 were used. The angular brackets indicate ensemble averaging.  
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Fig. S1 Chemical shift perturbations caused by the mutations and the changes of 

nucleotide-bound or conformational states. Data used for comparing state 2 and state 1 

(T35A•GTP) were taken from the previous work 3. The combined chemical shift 

differences were calculated as 
2 2= (0.14 )H N       . The Δδ values for the 

mutated and directly adjacent residues are not shown. 
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Fig. S2 Scatter plots of experimental RDCs for WT•GTP (A), G12C•GDP (B), 

G12D•GDP (C), and G12S•GDP (D), measured in Pf1 and PEG that produced different 

alignment. 
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Fig. S3 The level of agreement with the experimental data (χ2) in the GA-based 

refinement as a function of the ensemble size for WT•GTP (magenta), G12C•GDP 

(black), G12S•GDP (blue), and G12D•GDP (red). 
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Fig. S4 Comparisons of experimental and back-calculated RDCs and chemical shifts 

for ES2•GTP (magenta ‘.’), EG12C•GDP (black ‘.’), EG12D•GDP (red ‘.’), and EG12S•GDP (blue 

‘.’). The corresponding RDC Q values and chemical shift root-mean-square deviations 

(RMSDs) are listed in Table S1.  
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Fig. S5 The relative motional amplitudes of individual residues along the first 3 

dihedral angle principal components – PC 1 (A), PC 2 (B) and PC 3 (C). 
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Fig. S6 Distributions of the pocket volumes and proportions of apolar α spheres (PAAS) 

of SII-P in EG12C•GDP (A), EG12S•GDP (B), EG12D•GDP (C), ES2•GTP (D), and ES1•GTP (E), in 

comparison with those in the co-crystal structures of Ras in complex with SII-P 

inhibitors (green triangles; PDB codes: 4LUC, 4M1S, 4M1Y, 4LV6, 4LYF, 4LYJ, 

4M1O, 4M1T, 4M1W, 4M22, 5F2E, 5V9O, 5V9U, 6PGP, 6TAM, 6USX, 6UT0, 5V9L, 

6N2J, 6N2K, 6P8W, 6P8X, 6P8Z, 6TAN, 6USZ). 
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Fig. S7 Inter-residue contact maps, CS2•GTP (A), CS1•GTP (B), CRas•GDP (C), CG12D•GDP (D), 

CG12S•GDP (E) and CG12C•GDP (F), calculated for the ensembles ES2•GTP, ES1•GTP, ERas•GDP, 

EG12D•GDP, EG12S•GDP and EG12C•GDP, respectively. The overall patterns of inter-residue 

contacts are highly conserved across the states and mutants. 
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Fig. S8 The contact map differences, |CS2•GTP-CRas•GDP| (A), |CS1•GTP-CRas•GDP| (B), 

|CS2•GTP-CS1•GTP| (C), |CG12D•GDP-CRas•GDP| (D), |CG12C•GDP-CRas•GDP| (E), and |CG12S•GDP-

CRas•GDP| (F).  The inter-residue contact differences caused by G12 mutations are much 

smaller than those by change of the states. The most obvious mutation-induced change 

is observed at the D12-G60 residue pair in G12D•GDP (D). 
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Fig. S9 The minimum distances between the NH group of G60 and the sidechain of 

residue 12 in the aMD simulations of G12C•GDP (black), G12S•GDP (blue), and 

G12D•GDP (red).  
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Fig. S10 Comparisons of experimental and calculated data of Ras•GTP for the testing 

and training sets in the 10-fold cross validation. 
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Fig. S11 Comparisons of experimental and calculated data of G12C•GDP for the testing 

and training sets in the 10-fold cross validation. 
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Fig. S12 Comparisons of experimental and calculated data of G12S•GDP for the testing 

and training sets in the 10-fold cross validation. 
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Fig. S13 Comparisons of experimental and calculated data of G12D•GDP for the testing 

and training sets in the 10-fold cross validation. 
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Examining the hydrogen exchange protection in K-Ras(G12D)•GDP 

As a proof of concept, the catalytic domains (G-domain) of the H-Ras isoform was used 

as a representative for examining the state and allele specificity in this work. As the 

G-domains, harboring the cryptic pockets for direct inhibitors, are nearly identical 

among Ras isoforms, the results obtained here may provide general insights for other 

isoforms as well. To check whether the largest mutational effect on the SII-P 

accessibility we observed in H-Ras also exist in K-Ras, we measured the kH-EX of 

K-Ras(WT)•GDP and K-Ras(G12D)•GDP using consistent experimental conditions 

with those for the H-Ras samples, followed by calculation of the ρ values. The almost 

identical hydrogen exchange protection pattern with that of H-Ras shows that the 

unique (G60)N-H∙∙∙O(D12) hydrogen bond is well conserved (Fig. S14). 

 

Fig. S14 Comparison of the kH-EX rates of K-Ras•GDP with those of 

K-Ras(G12D)•GDP. (A) The ratios (ρ) of kH-EX of K-Ras•GDP to those of 
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K-Ras(G12D)•GDP, plotted against the residue number. (B) Intensities of the G60 resonance 

as a function of τm for K-Ras•GDP (black) and K-Ras(G12D)•GDP (red). 
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Table S1. Degree of agreement between the experimental data and those back-calculated 

from the optimized ensembles/original pools of G12C•GDP, G12D•GDP, and G12S•GDP 

and WT•GTP (state2). 

 G12C•GDP G12D•GDP G12S•GDP WT•GTP 

QRDC,PEG 0.11 (0.34) 0.11 (0.33) 0.10 (0.32) 0.11 (0.28) 

QRDC,Pf1 0.13 (0.34) 0.10 (0.30) 0.08 (0.28) 0.12 (0.25) 

13Cα RMSD (ppm) 0.84 (0.87) 0.82 (0.87) 0.78 (0.86) 0.86 (0.91) 

13Cβ RMSD (ppm) 0.95 (0.99) 0.91 (0.93) 0.98 (1.01) 0.96 (1.00) 

13C′ RMSD (ppm) 0.88 (0.90) 0.87 (0.89) 0.86 (0.91) 0.93 (0.96) 

15N RMSD (ppm) 2.25 (2.31) 2.24 (2.41) 2.32 (2.49) 2.34 (2.48) 

Numbers in and out of the parentheses correspond to the values for the original aMD pools and 

optimized ensembles, respectively. 
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